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Abstract A domain of erythropoietin (EPO), separate from
the domain involved in red blood cell development, has been
identified. This region of EPO has anti-inflammatory and neu-
roprotective effects. Use of a peptide sequence from this re-
gion provides the potential for an effective therapeutic without
effects on erythropoiesis.
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Although erythropoietin (EPO) is best known for its role in
hematopoiesis, there are other functions that are instigated via
this protein. EPO is effective as a neuroprotective molecule in
various animal models of neuroinflammation and ischemia,
including experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
(EAE), brain trauma, and stroke [1–6]. Fortunately, proteins
are often divided into discrete domains with different func-
tional activities residing in different regions of the molecule.
In this issue of Neurotherapeutics, Yuan et al. [7] discuss how
they were able to dissociate a domain of EPO with anti-
inflammatory and neuroprotective effects from the regions
of the molecule responsible for erythropoiesis. The ability to
isolate the neuroprotective and anti-inflammatory effects of
the molecule from its effects on red blood cell (RBC) devel-
opment might enable the design of potent guardian molecules

for unmet neurologic needs, without the potential side effect
of EPO causing polycythemia, hypertension, and stroke.

Yuan et al. [7] devised a successful strategy to parse the
domains of EPO that might be free of its effect on RBC mass,
while still retaining its neuroprotective effects. They made a
library of peptides of lengths ranging from 7 to 25 amino
acids, containing 1–2 cysteines. A 19-mer peptide containing
2 cysteines, termed JM-4, gave the strongest results, with anti-
inflammatory and protective properties dissociated from ef-
fects on RBC mass. The JM-4 peptide is derived from the
AB loop of EPO. Shorter linear peptides, and peptides without
the cysteines, were far less effective. For example, a 17-mer
peptide from the same region was far less effective [7].

The diligence and persistence of Yuan et al. [7] were worth-
while: they learned that while the 19-mer JM-4 was effective in
2 models of EAE, they also discovered that a shorter 17-mer
containing only 1 cysteine residue was far less effective in these
models. Apparently, length mattered considerably in this case:
incorporation of the second cysteine was critical for these pro-
tective effects. Further understanding of the structure/function
relationships stemming from this observation is likely to be
interesting and will illuminate how EPO interacts with its re-
ceptor to attenuate inflammation.

Yuan et al. [7]were able to demonstrate the reversal of paralytic
disease at the onset of symptoms without effects on RBC mass.
Proinflammatory cytokine production was reduced. JM-4
protected against demyelination and axonal loss [7]. In addition,
they showed that JM-4 protected from amyloidβ-induced toxicity
in an in vitro model, indicating that this molecule might have
protective properties independent of its anti-inflammatory roles.

Receptors for EPO are positioned at the blood–brain barri-
er, and we might assume that JM-4 reaches the brain via these
receptors, just as native EPO does [2]. This issue will be re-
solved by further experimentation. There are other molecules
with unexpected roles present at the blood–brain barrier. For
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example, in lesions of multiple sclerosis, elements of the
clotting cascade, normally found at the brain endothelial in-
terface, were discovered with laser capture microdissection
and proteomic analysis. This research indicated a potential
role in multiple sclerosis for activated protein C, one of the
main anticoagulants in human physiology [8]. Han et al. [8]
were able to dissociate the anticoagulant activities of activated
protein C from its anti-inflammatory activities in EAE. The
division of these activities into different domains of activated
protein C allowed Han et al. [8] to engineer versions of this
protein with the desired anti-inflammatory characteristics
without its undesirable side effects on the coagulation cascade.

As we learn more about protein structure we are recogniz-
ing that discrete structural domains in proteins have discrete
functions. It seems that proteins may have evolved as if they
were the result of deliberation of some Bcommittee process^,
found in successful social enterprises. The Bcommittee
process^ here is merely evolution.

We have learned that in some cases the domains of proteins
are also spatially flexible, changing positions to accomplish
different functions. This biologic strategy is actually employed
in certain proteins with enzymatic activity. For example, fatty
acid synthases are highly flexible proteins, where different do-
mains actually move to accomplish interaction of the substrate
with a key portion of the enzyme [9]. Molecular motors like
dynein may have individual domains that are critical for certain
tasks as they transport cargo down axons [10].

In some cases for protein engineering of a given function, it is
possible to merely eject a module that is unnecessary, much like a
spacecraft can jettison its earlier stages, when it is no longer need-
ed. Like the rockets designed by those famous Brocket scientists^,
proteins can be designed by Bprotein engineers^ without some of
the undesired features, to make a new generation of guardian
molecules [11]. It appears that EPO and activated protein C are
2 proteins that can be designed to provide anti-inflammatory ben-
efit, without unwanted side effects. In the case of EPO, it appears
that JM-4 is the critical module for attenuating inflammation and
that other portions of this 165-amino acid molecule can be
jettisoned. Someday, we may see that the neuroengineers at

Bprotein mission control^ might prescribe JM-4 for a
successful payload for conquering neurodegeneration
and neuroinflammation.
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